TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
a garden; there is nowhere to sit or to mooch, and little that is
good to smell—unless you happen to be beside the sea; I can do
without a garden then.
But what especially surprised me when I went to live at Bramble-
ford and not simply there on a visit, was the discovery that all
my friends who worked in their gardens and loved them and knew
them, never sat in them. They sat indoors. When they had sat
a brief while, they went into die garden and worked again. My
desire for a chair in the shade or a chair in the sun was kindly
humoured because writers are indolent creatures who can provide
books but little else; there was, however, always a slight difficulty
in. finding a suitable chair; it had to be rummaged out of the
barn, creaking and dilapidated, whereas my own deck-chairs were
honoured, comfortable and available. But here again my lack of
vitality would possibly explain the difference between me and my
gardening friends; one must perhaps lack vitality to appreciate
sitting in gardens.
So wondering what I Should do without a garden if I went to
London, I only half heard something that Sophia was telling
me . *. Then enlightenment vanquished absence of mind. What
she was saying was of extreme importance; it was also a severe
shock:
Josephine, with her kitten only three weeks old, was mating
again.
It did not need the higher mathematics to make me realize in
a flash that dear dear little Josephines delight in life for its own
sake, the wilfidness of that spark within her, would bring her nicely
up to a second delivery of kittens in the very month we had to
move.
CHAPTER IV
QUEER ABOUT EGGS!
TY7HILB Josephine was fulfilling herself, as we used to say
VY; m the good old days of "Ann Veronica" and Free Love,
cat in die big house next door—Sophia's house—
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also fulfilling herself for about the thirty-third time.   That
the bird* of hsr kittens coincided with Josephine's was of no
e so anyone except poor Jessie.   Poor Jessie was Sophia's
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